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a b s t r a c t
Over the last century scientiﬁc research has become an increasingly collaborative endeavor.
Commentators have pointed to different factors which contribute to this trend, including
the specialization of science and growing need for diversity of interest and expertise areas
in a scientiﬁc team. Very few studies, however, have precisely evaluated how the diversity
of interest topics between researchers is related to the emergence of collaboration. Existing theoretical arguments suggest a curvilinear relationship between topic similarity and
collaboration: too little similarity can complicate communication and agreement, yet too
much overlap can increase competition and limit the potential for synergy. We test this idea
using data on six years of publications across all disciplines at a large U.S. research university (approximately 14,300 articles, 12,500 collaborations, and 3400 authors). Employing
topic modelling and network statistical models, we analyze the relationship between topic
overlap and the likelihood of coauthorship between two researchers while controlling for
potential confounders. We ﬁnd an inverted-U relationship in which the probability of collaboration initially increases with topic similarity, then rapidly declines after peaking at a
similarity “sweet spot”. Collaboration is most likely at low-to-moderate levels of topic overlap, which are substantially lower than the average self-similarity of scientists or research
groups. These ﬁndings – which we replicate for different units of analysis (individuals and
groups), genders of collaborators, disciplines, and collaboration types (intra- and interdisciplinary) – support the notion that researchers seek collaborators to augment their scientiﬁc
and technical human capital. We discuss implications for theories of scientiﬁc collaboration
and research policy.
© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Over the last century research has increasingly become a team enterprise (West, Jacquet, King, Correll, & Bergstrom,
2013; Wuchty, Jones, & Uzzi, 2007), driven by collaborative efforts rather than the works of ‘lone authors’ (Greene, 2007;
Leahey, 2016). Indeed, since the early 1900s the proportion of coauthored articles, relative to sole authored, has increased
from between 6 and 11 % to between 60 and 75 % (Hunter & Leahey, 2008; West et al., 2013; Wuchty et al., 2007). Occurring
in tandem, the average research team has nearly doubled in size (Wuchty et al., 2007), becoming increasingly diverse
with respect to discipline, geographical location, and organizational afﬁliation (Guimera, Uzzi, Spiro, & Amaral, 2005; Jones,
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Wuchty, & Uzzi, 2008; Shrum, Genuth, & Chompalov, 2007). Most researchers perceive interdisciplinary collaboration, in
particular, to be advancing their respective discipline (McCarty & Jawitz, 2013). To quote a recent review of cross-disciplinary
research on scientiﬁc collaboration, ‘the trend towards team science is robust and undisputed’ (Leahey, 2016).
The impacts of these dramatic shifts in scientiﬁc knowledge production have received much empirical attention in recent
years. Researchers have observed that small teams ‘disrupt’ science and technology with new ideas where large teams
develop established ideas (Wu, Wang, & Evans, 2019), cross-disciplinary teams have an increased tendency to produce
groundbreaking work (Singh & Fleming, 2010; Wuchty et al., 2007), and the research ‘academic’ identity has moved beyond
universities across a variety of other institutions (Okraku, Vacca, Jawitz, & McCarty, 2017). More broadly, collaboration
has been found to increase productivity, measured via grant activity (Lungeanu, Huang, & Contractor, 2014; Rawlings &
McFarland, 2011) and publishing impact, frequency and visibility (Bikard, Murray, & Gans, 2015; Lee & Bozeman, 2005;
Shi, Adamic, Tseng, & Clarkson, 2009). Collaboration grants access to research projects, funding, and training opportunities
(Abramo, D’Angelo, & Murgia, 2014), provides legitimacy (Bikard et al., 2015), and facilitates career advancement (Jeong &
Choi, 2015).
Not only the consequences, also the causes of increased collaboration have received signiﬁcant scholarly attention. A
variety of micro- and macro-level factors have been investigated, including the growing specialization of science, a greater
number of active researchers, a relative scarcity of research funding, and increased competitiveness (Eastlack, 2017; O’Brien,
2012; Wenger, 1998). Different scholars over the decades have suggested that collaboration is a reaction to the increased
expenses associated with research (Hagstrom, 1964; Shrum et al., 2007): individual researchers (and even research organizations) are unable to shoulder the ﬁnancial burden associated with the data and resources that novel research requires.
Others have emphasized the role of improved communication technologies (Araujo, Moreira, Furtado, Pequeno, & Andrade,
2014; Binz-Sharf, Kalish, & Paik, 2015; Olson, Zimmerman, & Bos, 2008), cheaper travel (Katz & Martin, 1997), the emergence
of more complex, interdisciplinary research topics which require diverse expertise (Bennett & Gadlin, 2012; Hamilton, Vacca,
& Stacciarini, 2017), and policy interventions such as interdisciplinary grant solicitations and team support (Clark & Llorens,
2012; Cummings & Kiesler, 2007; Kennedy, 2003).
Perhaps the most widely cited explanation for increased collaboration points to the pattern of specialization in contemporary science. Several scholars have argued that science has become increasingly complex, the number of scientists has
grown, and competition over limited scientiﬁc resources has intensiﬁed. As a result, researchers have tended to specialize
ever more deeply in a growing constellation of expertise domains. Traditional disciplines have thus extended beyond the
capabilities of any individual to fully appraise, and projects have increasingly beneﬁted from, or even become dependent
on, complementarities and synergies between coauthors (Evans, 2008; Hudson, 1996; Jones et al., 2008). This explanation
implies a speciﬁc kind of relationship between research collaboration and the degree to which collaborators’ topics of interest
are similar or overlapping: if specialization drives collaboration, then collaboration must happen between researchers whose
topics are, at least in part, different and complementary. However, while studies have found relationships between publication productivity and the size (Wu et al., 2019) or disciplinary and institutional composition (Uzzi, Mukherjee, Stringer,
& Jones, 2013) of a team, very little research has considered the topic composition of teams, and the relationship between
topic overlap and the likelihood of collaboration. Moreover, given the myriad of conﬂicting factors which may underpin this
relationship (e.g. complementarity and synergy, competitiveness, division of labor), it is especially problematic that few
studies have considered the possibility of a non-linear association.
In this article, we use a synthesis of topic modeling and social network analysis to investigate the relationship between
the overlap or similarity among researchers’ topics of interest and the likelihood that they will collaborate at a later point
in time. Building on existing theories about determinants of collaboration (Bozeman, Fay, & Slade, 2013; Leahey, 2016) and
on previous empirical work linking collaboration to research topic similarity (Mayrose & Freilich, 2015; Post & Harrison,
2008), we hypothesize a curvilinear relationship between topic overlap and future collaboration. We anticipate that, while
a certain level of topic overlap is required as teams of researchers need to share a common language and goals, there
are diminishing returns to this overlap in terms of collaboration and its beneﬁts. Indeed, if collaboration is largely due to
specialization and need for complementarity, we should expect that researchers tend to form teams that include multiple
and diverse (but complementary) topic specializations. Using publication data drawn from the Web of Science, we map
collaborations on peer-reviewed articles between all researchers at the University of Florida, a major U.S. research university,
receiving upwards of 750 million USD in external research funding in recent years (Kays, 2019). We then employ latent topic
models and Exponential Random Graph Models (ERGMs) to examine the relationship between a continuous measure of
topical overlap and the likelihood of collaborative ties between researchers in subsequent years. Results show an inverted-U
relationship in which low-medium levels of topic similarity emerge as an optimal “sweet spot” to facilitate collaborative
ties, while very low or high similarity is less conducive to coauthorship. This ﬁnding – which is robust to different units of
analysis (individuals and groups), gender of collaborators, disciplines, and collaboration type (intra- and interdisciplinary)
– generalizes existing evidence that opportunities for synergy drive scientiﬁc collaboration, showing that scientists favor
diversity and complementarity, rather than likeness, in their choice of professional partners.
1.1. Background: topic overlap and collaboration
Broadly deﬁned as “mutual engagement of participants in a coordinated effort to solve a problem together” (Roschelle &
Teasley, 1991), collaboration is often characterized by some degree of ‘symmetry’ (Dillenbourg, 1999). Some level of align2
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ment is needed between participants in the collaborative effort (Dillenbourg, 1999; Dillenbourg, Baker, Blaye, & O’Malley,
1996), whether it be in knowledge (i.e. learned skills which each participant brings to the team), status (i.e. the participants’
relative position in their organizations), or goals (i.e. the problem the participants wish to solve). High levels of topical alignment between collaborators can be appealing as they offset potential barriers and costs of communication and collaboration
(Jones, Myers, Biordi, & Shepherd, 1998; Leahey, 2016). Assuming that greater topical overlap is accompanied by closer
alignment of professional practices and languages, collaborators with greater overlap will ﬁnd it easier to establish common
processes and routines, adopt a shared language, and resolve conﬂicting goals (Leahey, 2016).
From this perspective, one would expect substantial topic similarity in a pair or group of research collaborators. The few
studies that have examined the relationship between topic similarity and collaboration, while limited to speciﬁc disciplinary
areas, bear out this hypothesis. Analyzing publications in top biomedical journals in the Medline database, Post and Harrison
(2008) estimated the overlap between authors’ Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), a controlled and standardized vocabulary
applied by Medline indexers. In a sample of 218,093 authors extracted from publications in top biomedical journals, overlap
in MeSH terms was nearly 7 times greater in pairs with a basic scientist and a clinical scientist who later went on to publish
together, compared to scientists who did not subsequently become coauthors. Mayrose and Freilich (2015) obtained Web
of Science data on publications from the top 40 international departments in the biological sciences, and analyzed the
distribution of collaboration intensity between pairs of biologists (based on the number of coauthored publications) in
different brackets of topic similarity (based on overlap of publication MeSH terms). They found that the average index of
collaboration intensity increased monotonically with the bracket of topic overlap between scientists, except for a plunge in
collaboration in the highest overlap bracket, suggesting stronger competition (instead of collaboration) between biologists
with extremely similar interests.
On the other hand, there are reasons to expect topical diversity, rather than similarity, between collaborators. Rooted in
Durkheim (1893) notion of division of labor, as well as in the hypothesis that increased collaboration between researchers
reﬂects a combination of increased specialization and competitiveness, Scientiﬁc and Technical Human Capital (STHC) theory
observes that individual researchers bring unique skills, experience, and knowledge to collaborative efforts (Bozeman, Dietz,
& Gaughan, 2001). STHC theory posits that the primary individual motive to engage in collaboration is to acquire and augment
one’s scientiﬁc and technical human capital, deﬁned as a researcher’s aggregate of scientiﬁc knowledge and professional
ties with other researchers. Thus, topical diversity in collaborative teams is intentional, creating unique synergies between
researchers’ knowledge and skill sets to increase individual scientiﬁc and technical human capital as well as publication
frequency, visibility and impact (Bozeman & Corley, 2004). Furthermore, there are several reasons why high levels of topical
overlap could also dissuade collaboration, including competition with similar researchers (e.g. over funding opportunities
or access to the same scientiﬁc outlets) and resulting mistrust and unwillingness to share ideas; speciﬁc requirements of
projects, wherein some tasks may fall outside the skillset of a pair of co-authors with extensive overlap in their expertise;
increasing awareness of and demand for interdisciplinary research that combines different types of expertise (Iglic, Doreian,
Kronegger, & Ferligoj, 2017; Mayrose & Freilich, 2015).
Based on these arguments, a positive linear relationship between topical overlap and research collaboration seems
unlikely. We may imagine an inverted-U type of relationship, wherein collaboration is least likely when there is either
very little or too much topic overlap, and most likely when there is a balance of both sufﬁcient overlap and diversity – a
collaborative ‘sweet spot’. Alternatively, given the convenience of collaborations with like-minded persons, this relationship
could instead be strictly monotonic and positive but with diminishing returns, the probability of collaboration plateauing
at an ideal degree of topic overlap.
1.2. Contribution of this article
To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst large-scale study of the relationship between topic similarity and collaboration that considers research from all disciplines, precisely measures interest similarity via topic modeling, uses
network statistical models to identify determinants of collaboration while controlling for potential confounding variables,
and assesses the robustness of ﬁndings to different units of analysis (researchers and communities), researchers’ gender,
discipline, and intra- or interdisciplinarity. Using very granular data on approximately 14,300 publications, 12,500 collaborative ties, and 3400 authors, we map topic similarity and collaborations on peer-reviewed publications between researchers
within and between all University of Florida departments. By applying topic models to publication abstracts, we are able
to account for the full scope of topical overlap (theoretical, methodological, etc.) and measure topic similarity between
scientists in a more comprehensive and accurate way compared to measures based on investigators’ self-descriptions of
their own work (e.g., author-entered keywords) or on controlled, predetermined vocabularies (e.g., MeSH terms). We then
use ERGMs to model the probability of a collaboration between two scientists as a function of topic similarity and various
other characteristics of the dyad (i.e., pair) of researchers, while controlling for potential confounds and network structural
patterns like transitivity and clustering. This type of analysis allows us to draw general conclusions about the way scientiﬁc
collaboration is formed and affected by multiple individual and dyadic characteristics, including research interest overlap,
interdisciplinarity, gender, and differences in topical coherence and productivity between collaborators.
This article continues the line of micro-level research on academic collaboration, which focuses on motives and characteristics of individual scientists and social ties that are associated with team formation (e.g., Bozeman & Corley, 2004;
Iglic et al., 2017; Melin, 2000). However, while most studies in this tradition have focused on characteristics of individuals
3
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(see Bozeman et al., 2013 for a review), we concentrate on researcher dyads and the ties between scientists. Lungeanu et al.
(2014) present a similar design to the one proposed here, in that they analyze dyadic data about academic researchers
and use ERGMs to model the probability of collaboration in a dyad. However, they examine a special form of collaboration
– co-participation in interdisciplinary research grant proposals – and are not interested in research topic similarity as a
collaboration determinant. The studies by Mayrose and Freilich (2015) and Post and Harrison (2008) are closer to what we
propose, as they use similar dyad-level data to investigate the relationship between coauthorship and research topic overlap
in biomedical sciences and biology, respectively.
We expand on this important line of work in four ways. First, our analysis extends to different disciplinary areas, with
data on researchers in all departments at a large, comprehensive U.S. research university – including health, natural sciences, engineering, and the social sciences. By contrast, most existing micro-level studies of collaboration focus on a single
disciplinary area (e.g., Bozeman & Gaughan, 2011; Leahey & Reikowsky, 2008; Mayrose & Freilich, 2015) or a limited set of
disciplines (e.g., Iglic et al., 2017). Second, when topic similarity between researchers has been considered at all, previous
research has measured it as overlap between article MeSH terms (Mayrose & Frielich, 2015; Post & Harrison, 2008) – an
external, predetermined representation of concepts based on a controlled vocabulary. In contrast, we propose a more comprehensive and accurate measurement of topic similarity based on Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) of authors’ publication
abstracts. Third, we use network statistical models to examine the relationship between topic similarity and the probability
of collaboration. Among other things, this allows us to take into account the possibility of a curvilinear relationship, and to
control for potential confounders such as previous collaboration and differences in individual productivity. Fourth, we consider how the relationship between topic similarity and collaboration may vary by unit of analysis (individuals or groups),
gender, disciplinary area, and between intra- and interdisciplinary partnerships.
2. Methods
2.1. Data
We use Web of Science (WoS) publication data, provided by Clarivate Analytics, covering all peer-reviewed articles
published between 2013 and 2018 by any researcher at the University of Florida (UF). The data include author names,
university department and college, discipline (extracted from department information), year of publication, and article
abstract. In order to identify unique authors across publications, we conducted author name disambiguation based on name,
organizational afﬁliation, ORCiD, researcher ID and e-mail address.1
Following disambiguation, we ﬁltered the initial sample of 26,466 authors to researchers with an average of one publication per year and a minimum of six publications in total over 2013−2018. The resulting subsample consisted of 4142
authors. This subsetting was necessary to ensure there were enough publications per author to capture the full breadth
of each author’s research topics. We also wanted to include appropriate time ordering in the analyses. By restricting our
sample to the most proliﬁc authors we reduced the proportion of cases that would be lost when bisecting at a given point
in time. An additional 292 cases were dropped due to missing publication abstracts, leaving 3850 authors. We divided these
data into two waves of three calendar years, 2013–2015 (wave 1) and 2016–2018 (wave 2), and only retained authors who
published in both waves (N = 3401).
For both waves we generated weighted networks of coauthorship among researchers on peer-reviewed articles: in these
networks, each node is one of the 3401 authors, and a link represents a collaboration between two authors on one or more
peer-reviewed articles in the relevant wave, with the link weight indicating the number of publications on which the two
authors collaborated.2 In line with network analysis terminology, in the following we refer to authors as network nodes
or actors; to pairs of authors as dyads; to collaborations as links, ties or edges; and to the count of publications in a given
collaboration as weight, value or simply count of that link. Respectively, the 2013−15 and 2016−18 collaboration networks
consisted of 12,579 and 12,516 edges, with very similar edge density (0.002) and edge transitivity index3 (about 0.5, Fig. 1).
2.2. Measures
Research collaboration. We adopt a binary measure of collaboration between researchers in wave 1 and 2: two researchers
have collaborated in each wave if they coauthored at least one publication in that wave. These binary collaborative ties for
2013−15 and 2016−18 are represented in the two networks in Fig. 1.
Topic Overlap. We obtain a measure of topic overlap or similarity between two researchers in 2013−15 based on all
abstracts (N = 14,265) published by the 3401 authors in wave 1. First, the text corpus of these abstracts was subjected to a

1
We used modiﬁed functions from the refsplitr R package for processing WoS records (Fournier, Boone, Stevens, & Bruna, 2018). The resulting disambiguated dataset was enhanced by searching for and merging similar author entries within the ﬁrst and second degree of neighborhood in the co-publication
network. After extensive manual evaluation we concluded that disambiguation had been accurate for the large majority of cases, with a handful of errors
among Asian and Hispanic names.
2
The networks were constructed and analyzed using the igraph R package (Csardi & Nepusz, 2006).
3
This index is a measure of transitivity or clustering of collaborations: the tendency of an author’s collaborators to also collaborate among themselves.
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Fig. 1. Individual-level collaboration networks in the two waves.

series of common preprocessing tasks for textual data.4 We then used LSA to calculate topic similarities between abstract
pairs, estimating cosine similarity between the respective texts’ relationships to 5000 latent topics. This procedure has been
applied in computer science as a method of indexing documents by topic (Landauer, Foltz, & Laham, 1998), assigning peer
reviewers to articles (Dumais & Nielsen, 1992), and identifying potential collaborations between researchers (Araki, Katsurai,
Ohmukai, & Takera, 2017).
All these studies employ a similar procedure, which involves the conversion of abstracts into a term-document matrix
(TDM) wherein each row represents a term found within one or more abstracts, and each column is a document (an abstract).
The TDM is then weighted using term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf), which weighs each term proportionally
to both the frequency of that term in each document, and the inverse frequency of documents in the corpus containing the
term. This ensures that popular terms (e.g. “science”) carry less weight when identifying latent topics. LSA ﬁnally applies
singular value decomposition (SVD) to the TDM in a process represented by the equation TDM = USV t , decomposing the TDM
into the product of three matrices: (1) the term matrix (U); (2) the document matrix (VT ); (3) the singular-values diagonal
matrix (S) (Landauer et al., 1998). LSA via Singular Value Decomposition can be regarded as a form of factor analysis, detecting
a series of latent topics which emerge from the observed clusters of words within the data. The S diagonal matrix provides a
list of latent topics and quantiﬁes the relative importance of each, with a greater singular value implying a greater proportion
of variance in the data attributable to the corresponding topic. The other two matrices describe the association of each term
(U) and document (i.e., abstract, VT ) to each topic.
From each abstract’s vector (or ‘proﬁle’) in VT , describing that abstract’s association with each topic, we derived a measure
of topic similarity between abstracts: two abstracts are similar to the extent that they have similar proﬁles of association
to all extracted latent topics. Thus, we calculated the cosine similarity (cos) between the proﬁles (vectors) of each pair of
abstracts, producing a square matrix of cos scores for 14,265 abstracts. Cosine similarity ranges from 0 to 1, where greater
scores represent a greater degree of topical overlap between two abstracts. We then estimated topic overlap between author
i and author j by calculating the mean cosine similarity between i’s abstracts and j’s abstracts.5 This produced a square matrix
of average cos scores for 3401 authors. Further details can be found in the Supplementary Materials.
Disciplinary Area. The departmental afﬁliation of each author was determined by analyzing the address information
accompanying publications. The most frequently appearing afﬁliation was selected as the author’s primary afﬁliation. These
afﬁliations were then grouped into the following disciplinary areas: Agricultural and Food Sciences; Engineering; Health

4
Unnecessary spaces/tabs were stripped and all letters were converted to lower case. A universal “English”, rule-based part-of-speech tagger was then
employed to assign a part-of-speech tag to each word in the corpus based on common semantic rules (Brill, 1992; Nguyen, Nguyen, Pham, & Pham, 2014).
Finally, we removed any errant punctuation, removed single letters where they had been inaccurately retained, and stemmed all of the remaining nouns
and adjectives (e.g. study, studies, studying, etc. were all converted to “study”).
5
Before calculating this mean, we omit any publication that i and j may have in common to avoid biasing the topic overlap measure in favor of pairs
of researchers who have collaborated. A co-authored publication between i and j would result in the same abstract appearing in the set of both i’s and j’s
abstracts. This would produce a similarity score of 1 for the two identical abstracts, biasing i’s and j’s average similarity toward 1.
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Sciences; Natural Sciences; Other.6 Approximately 23 % of researchers specialized in Agricultural and Food Sciences, 14 % in
Engineering, 37 % in Health sciences, 11 % in Natural sciences, and 15 % in Other disciplines.

2.3. Analytic model
Analyses are based on a series of Exponential Random Graph Models (Snijders, Pattison, Robins, & Handcock, 2006) for the
binary collaboration tie in 2015−18. ERGMs are used to model the existence of ties within a network as a function of an array
of terms. While standard statistical models assume independence between units of analysis, ERGM terms account for different
forms of dependence between (potential) ties in a network, as well as for the effects of different actor or dyad characteristics
on the probability of a tie (Morris, Handcock, & Hunter, 2008). These terms can be thought of as the “independent variables”
that explain the probability of a tie in the network. Our ERGMs are speciﬁed using terms for overall edge probability (edges),
covariance with edge attributes (edge covariance), covariance with node attributes (node covariance), absolute difference
between node attributes (absolute difference), matching between node attributes (node match), and relationship to node
attribute categories (node factor). All ERG models were estimated using R’s statnet ergm package (Handcock, Hunter, Butts,
Goodreau, & Morris, 2003).
An edge covariance coefﬁcient captures the relationship between the likelihood of a tie (here, a collaboration) in a dyad,
and the connectedness, proximity or similarity between that dyad in another network or characteristic. We use this term
to test our main hypothesis, estimating the relationship between 2016−18 research collaboration and the dyadic attribute
of 2013−15 topic similarity. We also use this term to model the wave 2 collaboration between two actors while controlling
for previous collaboration between the same actors in wave 1.
Node covariance coefﬁcients capture the relationship between an individual attribute of researchers and the likelihood
of a tie. We use this term to control for the effect of an author’s total 2013−15 publication count, and of within-author
topic overlap. The latter is a measure of topical homogeneity or coherence in a researcher’s work, i.e. the extent to which
a researcher’s publications are topically similar to each other. These two node covariance terms allow us to model the
relationship between topic overlap and collaboration while controlling for the greater collaboration opportunities that
individual researchers may have just because they publish more (publication count term) or because their work is more
topically diverse (topical homogeneity term).
Absolute difference terms generate difference scores between actors on an attribute, measuring the extent to which
the difference between two authors on some characteristic is associated with their likelihood of collaboration. We use
this term with 2013−15 individual publication counts to examine author productivity homophily, that is, to test whether
equally productive authors tend to work together. Proliﬁc authors, especially those who publish outside of their primary
research interests, may be more likely to collaborate with other “star” authors with similarly high productivity (productivity
homophily), or rather with less renowned and more accessible authors who publish less (productivity heterophily). We
further control for absolute difference in within-author topic homogeneity. If low topical homogeneity characterizes authors
with widely relevant specializations (e.g. statisticians who lend their methods to different substantive applications), then
collaborations may be more likely between authors with different (low and high) levels of topical homogeneity.
We model the inﬂuence of author discipline on collaboration patterns using node match and node factor terms. Node match
terms model homophily in terms of a categorical author attribute such as discipline. These terms quantify the association
between the likelihood of a collaborative tie between two authors, and a binary indicator of whether the two authors are
identical or different on an attribute (e.g., whether they are in the same discipline or not). This allows us to model differential
probabilities of intra- and interdisciplinary collaborations (inter-disciplinary dyads are the reference category). Node factor
terms quantify the relationship between each level of a categorical author attribute (e.g., each discipline) and the probability
of an author’s collaborations. With the author discipline node factor term, we model differences between disciplines in terms
of overall tendency to collaborate (natural sciences are the reference category).
Finally, we introduce two “structural” terms in the ERGMs to account for typical characteristics of edge distributions in
social networks: geometrically weighted degree (GWDegree) to model the network’s heterogeneous degree distribution;
and a node match term for network clusters or communities, which controls for the tendency of researchers to cluster and
collaborate with others in the same network community or cohesive subgroup. These terms improve model ﬁt and allow
us to model the relationship between topic overlap and collaboration while controlling for heterogeneous collaborative
propensity of individuals (GWDegree), and for the tendency to structural clustering in coauthorship networks (community
node match). Co-authorship and collaboration networks, which are typically derived from bipartite projections (Neal, 2014),
are usually characterized by high levels of such clustering, often reﬂected in large cliques (i.e., complete sub-graphs in which
all nodes are connected to each other).The community node match term allows ERGMs to capture this clustering tendency

6
This procedure identiﬁed 93.71% of authors’ disciplinary areas. The Other category included disciplines with very low frequencies in our subsample:
social sciences (N = 69), education (N = 27), business (N = 24), humanities (N = 15), law (N = 3).
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Fig. 2. Research community collaboration network in 2016-18. Nodes (pie charts) are research communities. Each pie chart represents the distribution of
disciplinary areas in that community. Node size represents the number of researchers in the community.

in large networks (Babkin, Stewart, Long, & Schweinberger, 2020).7 Network communities of researchers were previously
identiﬁed via a 7-step walktrap clustering algorithm (Pons & Latapy, 2005).
In addition to modeling collaboration between individual researchers as a function of their topic similarity, we also
checked the robustness of results with an analysis of collaboration between research groups or communities. Using the same
walktrap communities mentioned above, we constructed community-level networks in which each node is a community of
researchers who closely and regularly collaborate with each other, and two communities are linked if there are one or more
cross-community publications coauthored by their respective members. The resulting network is depicted in Fig. 2 (wave
2 only). In these clustered networks, all individual attributes were aggregated to the community level: disciplinary binary
variables were converted to community-level proportions (proportion of community members belonging to each discipline);
community publication counts were calculated as the sum of community members’ counts; within and between-node topic
overlap was estimated as described in the Measures section, but aggregating abstracts by community rather than by individual
researcher. Finally, community size (number of researchers in the community) was introduced as an additional variable.
In community-level networks we use the standard GWESP (Geometrically Weighted Edgewise Shared Partners) term to
account for tie transitivity.
Finally, we also tested the curvilinear relationship between topic overlap and collaboration likelihood in disaggregated
analyses by gender, intra- versus interdisciplinarity, and disciplinary area. For these additional analyses we created a number
of new tie-level variables: (1) a set of gender binary variables indicating if the coauthorship tie is between two female
researchers, two male researchers, or a male and a female researcher8 (2) an interdisciplinarity binary variable indicating
if the collaboration is within the same disciplinary area or between two different areas; (3) a series of discipline binary
variables indicating if the collaboration is intradisciplinary and within each of the ﬁve disciplinary areas in our data. We then
incorporated each set of tie variables in a separate ERGM with an edge covariance term for their main effect, and two edge
covariance terms for their interaction with linear and squared topic similarity.
3. Results
Table 1 reports results from the researcher-level ERGMs. The models progress through stepwise introductions of parameters, starting with a single edge covariance term estimating the linear relationship between topic overlap and subsequent

7
While network clustering and transitivity are typically modeled in ERGMs via Geometrically Weighted Edgewise Shared Partners (GWESP) terms,
models with GWESP did not converge on our individual-level networks due to their large size and density. Node match terms on previously identiﬁed
communities are an alternative approach to control for high levels of clustering in this type of networks (Babkin et al., 2020).
8
Because we relied on bibliographic rather than survey data, the gender of the 3,401 authors in our study had to be automatically inferred from ﬁrst
names. We used methods in the gender R package (Mullen, 2018) supplemented with the gender-api.com gender identiﬁcation algorithm (see Nielsen,
Andersen, Schiebinger, & Schneider, 2017). Both methods assign gender to a ﬁrst name based on the distribution of genders by ﬁrst names in U.S. and
international databases. These methods were able to determine the gender of 88% of the authors in our data with 97% conﬁdence. The remaining 12% of
authors (approximately 400 individuals) had no ﬁrst name in the data, so their gendered could not be ascertained. We removed these authors from this
part of the analysis.
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Table 1
ERGMs estimating the curvilinear relationship between Topic Overlap and the existence of a collaborative tie between two researchers.

Edges
Edge Covariance
Topic Overlap
Topic Overlap2
2013−15 Collaboration Count
Node Covariance
2013−15 Publication Count
Within-Author Topic Overlap
Absolute Difference
2013−15 Pub. Count
Within-Author Topic Overlap
Node Match
Disciplinary Area
Walktrap Community (7 steps)
Node Factor
Agricultural and Food Science
Engineering
Health Sciences
Other
Structural Terms
GWDegree (Fixed, ␣ = 0.3)
AIC
BIC
Log Likelihood
***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05

Model 1 ␤ (SE)

Model 2 ␤ (SE)

Model 3 ␤ (SE)

−6.14 (0.01) ***

−6.16 (0.01) ***

−9.58 (0.13) ***

0.86 (0.43) *

4.63 (0.91) ***
−17.47 (4.28) ***

3.81 (0.81) ***
−17.98 (0.34) ***
0.01 (0.00) ***
0.03 (0.00) ***
2.50 (0.15) ***
−0.03 (0.00) ***
3.14 (0.18) ***
1.42 (0.03) ***
6.36 (0.03) ***
−0.10 (0.02) ***
−0.20 (0.03) ***
−0.28 (0.02) ***
−0.18 (0.02) ***

178587.68
178614.82
−89291.84

178,566
178,607
−89280.14

−1.74 (0.06) ***
95,884
96,087
−47926.87

Fig. 3. Left: Probability of 2016-18 collaboration as predicted by 2013-15 topic similarity between researchers and between communities. Right: Distribution of researcher and community self-similarity.

collaboration, moving onto a second edge covariance term estimating the quadratic relationship between the two variables,
followed by the various control terms described in the previous section. Model 1, which assumes a linear relationship
between topic overlap and collaboration, shows a signiﬁcant but small, positive effect of topic overlap. This model estimates
that a pair of researchers with perfect topic similarity in 2013−15 (cos = 1) are approximately 2.4 times (exp(0.86), p < 0.05)
more likely to collaborate in the following three years than a pair of researchers with no topic similarity (cos = 0). Model 2
accounts for a possible quadratic association between topic overlap and collaboration likelihood. The edge covariance term
for this quadratic effect is statistically signiﬁcant and negative, indicating a curvilinear, inverted-U relationship between
topic overlap and collaboration. Model 2 predicts that 1 in 500 researcher pairs with a topic similarity of 0 will collaborate.
This probability rises to 1.4 in 500 researcher pairs when topic similarity equals 0.1, but then declines again (e.g., 1.32 in
500 pairs with a similarity of 0.2, and only 0.14 in 500 pairs with a cosine similarity of 0.5 are predicted to collaborate).
The model indicates the low-to-moderate interval between 0.10 and 0.15 as an optimal level of topic similarity to facilitate
collaboration – a collaborative sweet spot – below the average observed similarity between a researcher’s own publications
(cos = 0.37), and above the average observed similarity between two different researchers (cos = 0.008).
The curvilinear, concave relationship between topic overlap and subsequent collaboration between researchers is largely
unaffected when introducing control covariates in Model 3 (Table 1). We use this ﬁnal model to calculate the predicted
probability of a collaboration existing between two particular researchers (conditional on the rest of the network remaining
8
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Table 2
ERGMs estimating the curvilinear relationship between Topic Overlap and the existence of a collaborative tie between two research Communities.
Model 4 ␤ (SE)
Edges
Edge Covariance
Topic Overlap
Topic Overlap2
2013−15 Collaborations
Node Covariance
2013−15 Publication Count
Community Member Count
Within-Community Topic Overlap
Agricultural and Food Science
Engineering
Health Science
Natural Science
Absolute Difference
2013−15 Publication Count
Community Member Count
Within-Community Topic Overlap
Agricultural and Food Science
Engineering
Health Science
Natural Science
Structural Terms
GWDegree (Fixed, ␣ = 0.1)
GWESP (Fixed, ␣ = 0.1)
AIC
BIC
Log Likelihood

−6.00 (0.12) ***
6.09 (0.11) ***
−44.04 (1.02) ***
0.00 (0.00)
0.03 (0.00) ***
0.05 (0.00) ***
−1.45 (0.15) ***
0.28 (0.04) ***
0.32 (0.04) ***
0.23 (0.04) ***
0.48 (0.06) ***
−0.04 (0.00) ***
−0.04 (0.00) ***
−0.81 (0.24) ***
−0.98 (0.06) ***
−1.04 (0.08) ***
−1.03 (0.06) ***
−1.06 (0.09) ***
−0.26 (0.11) *
2.10 (0.06) ***
22576.70
22795.79
−11268.35

Network community discipline node covariance and absolute difference terms are measured as proportions, not binary classiﬁcations.
***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05.

unaltered) as a function of their topic similarity (Fig. 3).9 The optimal level of topic overlap to facilitate collaboration between
researchers remains around the 0.13 mark, corresponding to a 10 % predicted probability of collaboration (i.e. 1 in 10
“average” researcher dyads with this degree of topic similarity are predicted to collaborate). Past this optimal level of
similarity, the predicted probability of collaboration rapidly declines to 0 as topic overlap approaches the maximum observed
between-researcher score. Model 3 has a reasonably good ﬁt with the observed network according to standard ERGM metrics,
as discussed in the Supplementary Materials.
Table 2 reports results from a community-level ERGM predicting the likelihood of cross-community collaboration as a
function of topic similarity between research groups. Model 4 is characterized by extremely good ﬁt with the data (details in
the Supplementary Materials). Consistent with the individual-level results, both linear and quadratic parameter estimates for
topic overlap in this model are statistically signiﬁcant, the former positive and the latter negative. However, the curvilinear
relationship between 2013−15 topic overlap and cross-community collaboration in 2016−18 peaks earlier and declines
more quickly than in the individual-level analysis, suggesting that lower levels of topic similarity are required to catalyze
collaboration between groups. For a typical pair of communities, the predicted probability of wave 2 collaboration with
a topic overlap score of 0 is approximately 0.06 (Fig. 3). This probability peaks at approximately 0.07 when topic overlap
increases to 0.07, followed by a steep decline to a near-zero at a topic overlap score of 0.4. As expected, these probabilities are
lower than predicted probabilities of collaboration between individual researchers, because collaboration between separate
communities is rare by deﬁnition. For reference, Fig. 3 also includes kernel density plots depicting the distributions of
topic overlap between publications of the same researcher or the same community (i.e., topic self-similarity of researchers
or research groups). These density plots demonstrate that both individual researchers and communities tend to prefer
collaboration with others who are less similar to them than their work is to itself: the level of between-unit topic overlap
that makes collaboration most likely (left panel of Fig. 3) is substantially lower than average values of researchers’ and
communities’ self-similarity in topics (right panel of Fig. 3).

9
We calculate predicted probabilities based on the conditional log-odds formulation of ERGMs (Hunter, Handcock, Butts, Goodreau, & Morris, 2009,
equation 3). In this formulation, the predicted (conditional) probability of a tie depends on that tie’s change statistics: the changes in ERGM terms (network
statistics) that occur when toggling that tie from 0 (absent) to 1 (present). We obtain predicted probabilities for a “typical” tie with average change statistics,
by plugging in the equation the averages of the change statistics calculated for all network ties.
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Fig. 4. Probability of 2016-18 collaboration as predicted by 2013-15 topic similarity between researchers, by (A) gender of collaborators, (B) interdisciplinary
vs. intradisciplinary collaboration, (C) disciplinary area of researchers (intradisciplinary collaborations only).

3.1. Analysis by gender and discipline
The ﬁnding of an inverted-U relationship between topic similarity and collaboration probability is robust to disaggregation
of the analysis by gender, intra- versus interdisciplinarity, and disciplinary area. We summarize results from this part of the
analysis with predicted probability plots (Fig. 4). Full estimation outputs are available in the Supplementary Materials.
Gender of collaborators does not signiﬁcantly alter the inverted-U relationship between topic overlap and collaboration
(Fig. 4.A). The peak collaboration probability for female-female and male-female ties is observed at slightly lower values of
topic similarity, implying that women have a marginally higher propensity to span different topics and subﬁelds, but not to
such an extent that we expect to see substantive variability by gender. Topic similarity has a weaker effect on the probability
of female-female and male-female collaborations, which are characterized by ﬂatter curves compared to male-only ties: an
increment from 0 to 0.1 in topic similarity, for example, brings the predicted collaboration probability from almost 0 to 0.17
for male-male ties, but only to 0.07 for female-female coauthorships.
As expected, compared to collaborations within the same discipline, interdisciplinary ties are less likely overall and tend
to be more likely at lower levels of topic similarity, with the highest predicted probability of coauthorship corresponding to
an overlap value of approximately 0.12 for interdisciplinary ties relative to 0.09 for intradisciplinary ties (Fig. 4.B). Moreover,
topic similarity has a much lower impact on the likelihood of interdisciplinary collaborations compared to intradisciplinary
ties: working on similar topics is, understandably, not what scientists seek (or can possibly ﬁnd) in partners from another
disciplinary area. As a result, the predicted probability curve for interdisciplinary collaboration as a function of topic overlap
is much ﬂatter and reaches its peak at lower overlap levels.
As far as comparisons between disciplines are concerned, the general pattern of association between topic similarity and
coauthorship likelihood is conﬁrmed for collaborations in the health-related sciences and, to a smaller extent, in the natural
sciences. In both cases, collaboration is most likely at low-to-moderate values of topic overlap (between 0.10 and 0.15) and
diminishes as topic similarity increases. This effect is much less pronounced for agricultural and food sciences, which show
an almost ﬂat predicted probability curve. Unexpectedly, the relationship between topic overlap and collaboration is very
different in engineering, with a U curve suggesting that coauthorship in this area is most likely at higher levels of topic
similarity (approximately 0.5) compared to other disciplines, and least likely at low-medium levels.
10
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4. Discussion and implications
Proponents of STHC theory have produced important, albeit in some cases partial and indirect, evidence that scientiﬁc
collaboration stems from topical diversity, specialization, and synergy between researchers (see Bozeman et al., 2013 for a
review). This article generalizes and qualiﬁes this link using large-scale yet very granular, dyad-level data on approximately
12,500 collaborations from a variety of disciplines at a large, comprehensive U.S. research university. We identify an inverted
U-curve relationship signifying that collaboration is most likely at low-to-moderate levels of interest overlap between
colleagues. Collaboration is less likely at extremely low levels of topic similarity, but also researchers with high topic similarity
are less likely to initiate or maintain a collaboration compared to pairs of scientists with low-medium overlap. This ﬁnding is
robust to controls for potential confounders in network statistical models, changes in level of analysis (collaboration between
individual researchers versus collaboration between research groups), gender of collaborators, intradisciplinary vis-à-vis
interdisciplinary collaboration, and disciplinary area of the researchers involved (except for Agricultural/Food Sciences and
Engineering).
Interestingly, the optimal similarity between individuals or groups to facilitate collaboration is substantially lower than
the average self-similarity (the similarity of an individual’s or group’s work to itself). This suggests that scientists and teams
tend to seek collaborators who are more distant from their topics than their own publications are among themselves: in
other words, they look for collaborators whose expertise is outside of the topical range spanned by their own research.
This result is consistent with Post and Harrison’s (2008) ﬁnding that similarity of MeSH terms between publications of
biomedical scientists who later become coauthors is lower, on average, than self-similarity in publications by a random
sample of biomedical scientists.
4.1. Implications for theories of collaboration
Our results have important theoretical implications for the study of the determinants and patterns of scientiﬁc collaboration. We conﬁrm, qualify and expand existing evidence on the relationship between specialization in science, topic
similarity, and collaboration, while considering different disciplines, both intra- and interdisciplinary ties, and different
genders of coauthors. In particular, our ﬁndings lend strong support to Bozeman and colleagues’ Scientiﬁc and Technical
Human Capital theory of collaboration (Bozeman & Boardman, 2014; Bozeman & Corley, 2004; Bozeman & Gaughan, 2011),
and to explanations that link the growing predominance of teams in science to researchers’ need and search for diversity,
synergies and complementarities in an increasingly specialized scientiﬁc landscape.
Previous research identiﬁed a ẗacticianc̈ollaborative style – in which scientists choose collaborators based on whether
they can bring different and complementary skills to a project – and demonstrated that this type of collaboration is both
widespread and especially productive (Bozeman & Corley, 2004; Lee & Bozeman, 2005). Our analyses suggest that this
collaborative style is predominant across different disciplines and genders, and in both intra- and interdisciplinary research.
Recent individual-level analyses of scientists’ motives for collaboration are consistent with these results, documenting that
researchers who perceive a higher need for complementarity and synergy in their ﬁeld are more inclined to collaborate (Iglic
et al., 2017). On the other hand, other research has suggested that a r̈einforcingör c̈onsolidatingc̈ollaboration style, in which
partners’ domains of expertise are signiﬁcantly similar and overlapping, is more viable and common than a complementary
style in particular disciplines, such as sociology and biomedical chemistry (Leahey, 2016; Leahey & Reikowsky, 2008). Our
main results paint a different picture, revealing that, when we zoom out to a higher variety of disciplines – including healthrelated and natural sciences – complementary collaborations with less topically similar authors may in fact be more frequent.
In analyses disaggregated by disciplinary area, however, we also observe that the inverted-U relationship between similarity
and collaboration likelihood is stronger in the health-related sciences and weaker in other disciplinary areas, where topic
similarity could in fact be more valued in teams.
In analyses by gender, we ﬁnd a slightly higher propensity of women to collaborate with topically more distant colleagues,
although the difference with male-only collaborations does not seem signiﬁcant. This result is consistent with previous
evidence that male and female collaborative patterns are not signiﬁcantly different, although women may be more inclined
to interdisciplinary collaborations in certain cases. Bozeman and Corley (2004) ﬁnd no signiﬁcant gender differences in
statistical models for scientists’ number of collaborators, and no strong differences in collaboration strategies between men
and women. Bozeman and Gaughan (2011, p. 1399) conﬁrm that m̈en and women differ relatively little with respect to
research collaboration,p̈redictors of collaboration are similar between genders, but women have slightly more collaborators
(which could provide more opportunity for the higher topic dissimilarity we observe in our study). Lungeanu et al. (2014)
ﬁnd that women are more likely to collaborate in successful interdisciplinary grant proposals, but they ﬁnd no signiﬁcant
gender difference in collaboration in unsuccessful (i.e., not awarded) proposals. Women do appear as more likely to engage
in interdisciplinary collaborations in a study by van Rijnsoever and Hessels (2011), but this research is based on self-reported
behavior (survey data) in a limited number of respondents (approximately 300) at a university in the Netherlands.
4.2. Implications for research policy and administration
Furthering our understanding of the relationship between collaboration and topic similarity may help researchers identify
peers with whom collaborative projects are more likely to be fruitful, and help academic administrators promote sustainable
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teams, particularly between different disciplines. Recent literature in the study of science and social networks investigates network interventions and their applicability to the goal of catalyzing research collaborations in academic settings
(Sciabolazza, Vacca, & McCarty, 2020; Vacca, McCarty, Conlon, & Nelson, 2015; Valente, 2012). Interventions to foster scientiﬁc teamwork must consider the conditions under which a collaboration will most likely beneﬁt, or be acceptable to, both
the researchers and their parent institutions. According to our results, teams that match scientists with low-to-moderate
overlap in research topics may be seen by individual scientists as the most appealing, promising and acceptable, as opposed to
collaborations with colleagues who work on very similar topics (with whom competition may be stronger) or very different
areas (with whom collaborating may be too costly or risky). Measures and models similar to those proposed in this article can
be used to deﬁne speciﬁc ranges or thresholds of topic similarity that make collaboration more acceptable or sustainable, as
opposed to levels of topic similarity below or above which collaboration is more difﬁcult or less likely. These guidelines may
be adopted in research policies and interventions (e.g. intramural funding programs), recommendation systems, or research
networking platforms for use by individual scientists or university administrations to identify new potential collaborators,
determine incentives to encourage participation in collaborative projects, or assemble effective teams around particular
research priorities. Appropriate thresholds or intervals of topic similarity could be estimated from existing collaborations
(or from a subset of more successful collaborations) based on methods like the one presented here.
Previous research demonstrates that scientists tend to work prevalently with colleagues in their own group (Bozeman &
Corley, 2004) and are reluctant to collaborate with partners in very distant locations of a university collaboration network
(Vacca et al., 2015). Drawing on this research and on results presented here, network analysis methods to detect research
groups may be combined with topic similarity measures to identify potential collaborations that are most likely to be
successful, productive, or acceptable to researchers. Optimal collaborations may be identiﬁed as those that minimize distance
(“degrees of separation”) in collaboration networks under the constraint of maintaining topic similarity between potential
partners in a speciﬁc low-to-moderate range. Alternatively, optimal collaborations may be detected as those that minimize
a topic similarity score between researchers under the constraint of selecting them from the same collaboration network
community (similar to the intervention described by Sciabolazza et al., 2020). In programs to stimulate interdisciplinary
collaboration, optimal collaborators could be identiﬁed as scientists who are afﬁliated with different departments, but
whose topic similarity score is higher than a given lower bound, so as to preserve a reasonable level of interest overlap. Araki
et al. (2017) describe an interesting application of this idea.
Our results do not only point to “optimal” levels of topic overlap between coauthors – they also reveal that collaboration
is unlikely at other overlap levels, perhaps because it is too costly, uncertain, or unproductive. Collaboration is not necessarily successful or effective, and has costs and challenges in addition to beneﬁts – something that should be kept in mind
when designing research policies and networking tools. The drawbacks of collaboration – which are heightened in crossdisciplinary, cross-sector, or cross-institutional partnerships – include coordination and communication costs, the need for
translation between different styles of thought and research methods, and administrative tasks linked to team management
(see Bozeman et al., 2013; Leahey, 2016; Sonnenwald, 2007 for reviews). Together with collaboration, competition is also
common in science and is an important driver of scientiﬁc discovery (Merton, 1973). This implies that collaboration requires
trust and may be intentionally avoided in cases of mistrust, while competition may be sought for scientiﬁc reward (Iglic
et al., 2017; Sonnenwald, 2007). Our ﬁnding of an inverted-U relationship between topic similarity and collaboration likelihood is consistent with the literature on costs and challenges of scientiﬁc teamwork. In the presence of extremely low topic
similarity, perhaps reﬂecting distant disciplinary backgrounds and afﬁliations, the costs of collaboration may outweigh its
beneﬁts for individual researchers. At the same time, the quickly declining probability of collaboration at medium-to-high
levels of topic similarity suggests that those degrees of interest overlap create scientiﬁc niches in which researchers are
more inclined to competition rather than collaboration.

4.3. Limitations and future research
Compared to other micro-level research in this area, our study is limited to collaborative ties within one university. While
this is arguably a similar context to many other sites of academic production of science in the Western world, and existing
evidence suggests that ties within the same university typically represent the majority of an academic researcher’s collaborations (Bozeman & Corley, 2004; Iglic et al., 2017), future research would certainly beneﬁt from analyzing the relationship
between topic similarity and team formation in cross-institutional, cross-sector, or international collaborations. Our study
also relies entirely on coauthorship data, even though this is only one of different forms of collaboration between scholars
(Bozeman et al., 2013). Other research has combined multiple proxies (publications, grants, and dissertation committee
membership) to generate a more complete picture of scholarly collaboration (Sciabolazza, Vacca, Okraku, & McCarty, 2017;
Vacca et al., 2015). Finally, we have employed a well-established but older approach to text analysis. LSA and cosine similarity imply a focus on semantic similarity and may produce results that disagree with human understanding of topical overlap
if researchers make similar semantic choices (e.g. the use of archaic words) that do not correspond to authentically similar
topics. While we tried to limit the problem by pruning texts to substantively relevant parts via part-of-speech tagging, and
although research in this ﬁeld has demonstrated a reasonably strong correlation between appropriately speciﬁed LSA and
human judgement (Gorman, Foltz, Kiekel, Martin, & Cooke, 2003; Landauer, Laham, Rehder, & Schreiner, 1997; Pincombe,
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2004), a wide array of more recent and sophisticated methods of natural language processing and topic modeling (e.g. Dieng,
Ruiz, & Blei, 2019) exist and should be explored in future research on topic overlap in science.
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